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EDITOR’S NOTE || By Nicole Krawcke

Merger and acquisition madness

2021 was the year of consolidation in the

plumbing and HVACR industries.  

Contact Nicole

If the past year was any indication, most plumbing and HVACR business owners must have spent the

pandemic planning their exit strategies. I’m unofficially dubbing 2021 the year of the acquisition.

Bradford White Corp. acquired Keltech’s line of tankless electric water heaters; Watts Water Technologies

acquired The Detection Group; Autodesk acquired Innovyze; DiversiTech Corp. acquired Fresh-Aire UV;

Sioux Chief acquired Sun Drainage and Sigma Corp Trench Drain; Franklin Electric acquired Puronics and

New Aqua; Mestek acquired the baseboard assets of Slant/Fin Baseboard; ASC Engineered Solutions

acquired Trenton Pipe Nipple Co.; Rheem acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning; Rinnai acquired Industrias

MASS; Wilo acquired Quantumflo; and A. O. Smith Corp. acquired Giant Factories to a name a few mergers

and acquisitions PM Engineer covered last year.

And that’s not even including all the activity that happened amidst engineering firms specifically. Terracon

acquired Burleson Consulting; Dewberry acquired Edmonds Engineering; and EN Engineering made three

acquisitions last year: Spectrum Engineering Corp., ESC Engineering and G2 Integrated Solutions.

Mergers and acquisitions can be an effective strategy for growing the bottom line. Companies can

consolidate to remove excess capacity, increase market access, expand into new territories, acquire

technology more quickly than it could be built, develop new businesses and improve the target company’s

performance.

According to FMI Quarterly, the plumbing and HVACR market is highly fragmented.

“The largest privately held HVAC/mechanical contractor in the U.S. is Service Logic, which, with an

estimated $200 million in revenue, holds a mere 0.20% of the $100 billion HVACR market,” the report

states. “Such market dynamics create an environment ripe for consolidation from public and private

strategic parties as well as private equity firms.”

These two industries are attractive to buyers simply because they are recession-proof. Aging buildings,

modernization of energy efficiency solutions, heightened awareness of IAQ and ventilation and positive

technology trends all foster an ideal setting for favorable growth for plumbing and HVACR contractors,

MEP engineering firms and manufacturers alike.

It’s a brand new year. So, take some time to think about where your engineering firm is at — is it to the

point where it can’t get any better or you have reached saturation in your market? Maybe it’s time to

diversify, grow bigger or possibly both! Now is the time to sit down with your trusted business and financial

advisors to map out your mid- to long-term plans.

It will be interesting to see what 2022 brings.
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Adventures in
Plumbing & Heating
with Dave Yates,

EBOOK

ASPE to develop a new

medical gas system design

training program

The American Society of Plumbing

Engineers (ASPE) announced that it is

collaborating with medical gas expert

Mark Allen to develop a medical gas

system design training course.

This 32-hour course will be based on

the parameters outlined in ASSE

6060: Medical Gas Systems Designer,

a new professional quali�cation

standard that sets forth the training

requirements for designers who wish

to earn the ASSE 6060 personnel

certi�cation. Those who complete the

course will receive a certi�cate of

training and will have ful�lled the

training requirements to take the

ASSE 6060 certi�cation exam.

When the course has been

developed, it will be o�ered as an in-

person workshop taught by Allen, who

is vice president of Atlas Copco

Medical Gas Solutions Division.

More information on course

scheduling will be available next year.
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The Copper Development 
Association Inc. (CDA) announced 
the appointment of Andy Kireta as 
the association’s next president 
and CEO, effective Jan. 1, 2022. 
He succeeds Thomas S. Passek, 
who will retire at the end of 2021 
after nearly seven years with the 
organization. Find more details 
below. #copper #copperpipe  
https://lnkd.in/dTZjPYvq 
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Mueller Associates names new president

Mueller Associates, an award-winning mechanical, electrical, and plumbing engineering firm, announced

that Todd Garing, PE, LEED AP BD+C, has been named president effective Jan. 1, 2022. Garing joined the

firm in 1993 and has served as vice president and group manager since 2007.

In the company’s long-planned leadership transition, Robert Marino, P.E., who has served as president

since 2006, will continue as chairman of the board.

Garing will assume day-to-day management of the organization. The firm is widely known for engineering

complex building projects with stringent system requirements, including museums, performing and fine arts

centers, STEM and health-science education buildings and historic properties.

Garing has been at the helm of many of the firm’s most significant engineering projects, including the

massive modernization of the National Air and Space Museum (NASM) in Washington, D.C., now under

construction for the Smithsonian Institution. He has also served as principal-in-charge overseeing the

historic restorations of the National Academy of Sciences on the National Mall and the Enoch Pratt Library

in downtown Baltimore. He has managed large-scale new projects for many of the area’s leading higher

education and academic institutions, from George Mason University, Virginia Commonwealth University

and Virginia Tech to nearly every institution within the University of Maryland higher education system.

His portfolio also includes the modernization of the historic Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, a phased

renovation that occurred while the museum remained open. Other signature projects include the LEED

Gold Thomas Jefferson Visitor Center at Monticello in Virginia; the award-winning Performing Arts and

Humanities Building at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County; the Academic Commons at Salisbury

University in Maryland; and the renovation of the Eisenhower Theater at the John F. Kennedy Center for the

Performing Arts in Washington, D.C.

Garing’s proficiency in managing challenging projects has helped garner multiple regional and national

awards for the firm, Mueller noted. He has presented at numerous industry conferences, and has been

widely published on building system trends and innovations, including the latest advances in sustainable

design and high-performing buildings.

“Mueller’s future is in excellent hands with Todd,” Marino said. “As a young engineer, Todd came to Mueller

with a wealth of knowledge from his years of working in his family’s mechanical contracting business. It

was clear from the beginning that he was suited for big challenges. He has taken on some of the toughest

projects in the industry. Clients, from architects to building owners to facility managers, trust and respect

him, and his reputation is well deserved.

“Throughout his career at Mueller, Todd has served as a mentor to aspiring engineers. He leads and

inspires others through his commitment to service and knowledge-sharing. I’ve witnessed Todd’s impact on

our staff first-hand. I know that his dedication to advancing engineering doesn’t end with the building’s

completion. Todd inspires and challenges the next generation of engineering leaders to design a more

sustainable environment that enhances the greater good of our communities.”

SGH announces new CEO, CTO

The Simpson Gumpertz & Heger (SGH) Board of Directors will appoint a new executive partnership to lead

the firm, effective Jan. 1, 2022. James Parker will become SGH’s CEO, focusing on the firm’s strategic

direction and corporate initiatives. Niklas Vigener will take on a new role as chief technical officer (CTO),

leading SGH's technical professionals.

“I am privileged to take on this role and confident that Nik and I will build on the firm's success,” said

Parker. “SGH has the strong core values, technical expertise, and thriving community to deliver exceptional

results for our clients and be the premier community for exceptional engineering talent.”

As CTO, Vigener will prioritize fostering leadership growth, advancing innovation and research efforts, and

promoting integrated engineering solutions.

“With our collective expertise and thought leadership, we are eager to continue advancing SGH in the

marketplace and seeing what our talented technical professionals can accomplish with our client partners,”

said Vigener.

Parker and Vigener have enjoyed a successful partnership for several years as SGH’s technical group

heads, with Parker serving as head of structural engineering and structural mechanics, and Vigener as

head of building technology. Together, they established the overall strategic direction and standards for

technical excellence for their respective groups and will look to further those efforts as they lead a

combined technical and operational organization. Both leaders have longstanding careers at SGH and

bring diverse technical experiences and award-winning project achievements to their new roles. Parker and

Vigener are also vocal mentors, focused on encouraging and developing future leaders at SGH.

 Copper Development Association names next president and CEO

The Copper Development Association announced the appointment of Andrew G. Kireta, Jr. as the

association’s next president and CEO, effective Jan. 1, 2022. He succeeds Thomas S. Passek, who will

retire at the end of 2021 after nearly seven years with the organization.

“The Copper Development Association Board of Directors is thankful for the nearly seven years of

thoughtfulness, balance and skill with which Thom led the organization. He has encouraged and stimulated

member engagement, navigated the organization through a period of significant change and created a

culture of staff support and growth. He has left his mark and we wish him the best in his future endeavors,”

said Devin Denner, chairman of CDA’s Board of Directors and president of Wieland Chase. “We’re

confident that Andy will continue to lead CDA and its member companies forward to a position of strength

and resilience, necessary for bringing the value of copper and its alloys to society.”

Kireta brings nearly 30 years of copper industry experience to the role. He has been with CDA since 1992,

having previously served multiple roles in market development, strategy and organizational management

in regional and national roles, most recently as vice president of market development across all copper

and copper alloy product and market areas. In addition, Kireta has served in various team roles with the

International Copper Association, including time as the leader of the global strategy team, and as a board

member with various roles on the executive committee of ASTM International, including a term as the 2020

chair of the board.

“Andy has immense knowledge of copper markets and the opportunities and challenges associated with

copper use. He is well-known throughout the industry and has the respect and trust of the CDA staff team,”

Passek said. “His support and leadership during my seven years shows his character and confirms that he

is ideally placed to take on this new role.”

 VMA elects new leadership

The Valve Manufacturers Association of America elected the 2021-2022 board of directors, following the

announcement of the slate of candidates at its Annual Meeting, which took place in October. VMA’s

chairman of the board for the 2021-2022 year is Ron Warren, president/COO of Bray International, based

out of Houston.

Warren is president and COO of Bray International. With more than 45 years of international experience in

the flow control industry, Warren has served in a senior executive position at Bray International for the last

10 years.

“Our job is to work together to grow the industry and, as VMA members, we must be more inclusive in

growing our membership and be more effective in how we use our united industry voice,” Warren said.

“Bryan Burns of DeZURIK served during the challenging first part of the pandemic as chairman and Arie

Bregman of DFT has done a great job during the remainder of the pandemic. Nathan Burnell of Baker

Hughes worked closely with our VMA president and members of the strategic planning committee to write

a detailed, three-year strategic plan. Because of the work of these members and our board of directors, I

believe the organization is stronger, better organized and on the precipice of great growth going forward.

Our responsibility for the coming should be to enact the new adopted strategic plan.”

Matt Theil, president, AUMA Actuators, will serve as the 2021-2022 vice chairman of the board and

treasurer. Other members of the VMA Executive Committee include:

Nathan Brunell, product line general manager, Baker Hughes, Andy Duffy, vice president sales,

Emerson/ASCO; and Arie Bregman, vice president and general manager of DFT, who serves as immediate

past chair.

In addition to the executive committee, the following VMA members are returning as board members:

Alejandro (Alex) Alcala, Senior Vice-President, Crane Co.;

Mark Claffey, President, Trillium Valves USA;

Andrew Duffy, Vice President Sales, ASCO;

Seth Guterman, CEO, American Valve;

David Loula, Director, Global Products and Markets, ITT Engineered Valves;

Kevin McKown, General Manager, Curtiss-Wright Nuclear;

Kevin J. Tinsley, SVP Global Operations, Neles;

Rob Velan, Executive Vice-President, MRO & Aftermarket and Vice Chairman of the Board, Velan Valve

Corp.;

Kirk Wilson, President, Flowserve, Flow Control Division; and

Brian Wright, President/CEO, A-T Controls.

The board of directors also approved Danilo Garcia, president, RF Valves, to the board, serving a three-

year term. Garcia has more than 20 years of management, sales and engineering experience in the valve

and industrial markets, with a focus on mining, industrial, municipal, chemical and power. Garcia became

president of RF Valves in 2013, after serving in sales roles for three years. Prior to that he was with General

Electric, Dresser-Masoneilan, Synqor and Maritech.
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Sloan headquarters earns AWS Standard certification

Sloan has achieved certification to the Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS) Standard at its Franklin Park,

Illinois, headquarters, the company announced.

A globally applicable framework for major water users to understand their water use and impacts, AWS

certification enables organizations to further work collaboratively and transparently for sustainable water

management, Sloan explained. As a global manufacturer of water-efficient commercial restroom products,

Sloan’s Franklin Park location innovates and develops sustainable plumbing fixtures each day, it added.

“At Sloan, ‘Water Connects Us’ is more than just a tagline. It’s a commitment to Earth’s most precious

resource that we take very seriously,” said Patrick Boyle, Sloan director of sustainability. “Being the first

general goods manufacturer to certify to the AWS standard is just one more step in our endeavor to

promote water stewardship.”

The AWS Standard asks water-using sites to address water challenges and onsite risks to address these

issues in a way that progressively moves them to best practices in terms of the five outcomes of good

water stewardship:

Good water governance;

Sustainable water balance;

Good water quality status;

Important water-related areas; and

Safe water, sanitation, and hygiene for all.

Sloan touch-free products — from faucets and flushometers to sinks, soap dispensers and hand dryers—

are developed with sustainability and hygiene in mind to promote health and wellness in commercial

restrooms of all types, the manufacturer said.

“Sloan is the perfect partner to implement the AWS Standard,” said Matt Howard, director of AWS North

America. “They are a leader in water-saving restroom products, and their Franklin Park facility plays a

major role in the development of those products. With this certification, we’re proud to help highlight

benefits to their corporate headquarters from improved water stewardship performance.”

Sloan’s high-efficiency flushometers can cut down a building’s water use by 30%, while its commitment to

product transparency through Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) and Health Product Declarations

(HPDs), as well as resources such as its Green Product Finder and Sustainability Calculator, promote water

sustainability efforts, the company noted.

IPEX announces opening of new distribution center

IPEX announced its newest distribution center in Charlotte, North Carolina is now fully operational.

Located at Creekside Commerce Center on John Price Road in southwest Charlotte, at more than 200,000

square feet, the new facility nearly doubles the company’s warehouse space in the region. The DC will

serve IPEX’s customers in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky.

All new IPEX facilities will incorporate industry-leading health and safety best practices and technologies, it

noted. Scanning and material handling equipment, and forklift and pedestrian safety equipment are all

being evaluated for installation in the new year.

“At IPEX we place the customer at the center of all our decisions, and expansion in key markets to bring

products closer to them is one of the ways we continue to deliver an exceptional experience,” said Alex

Mestres, IPEX’s CEO. “And our new facility will be equipped with industry-leading technology to help us

better serve our customers and ensure the health and safety of our employees.”

This new distribution center follows the company’s other openings in Garland, Texas in the U.S., and in

Winnipeg, Manitoba and Dartmouth, Nova Scotia in Canada, and the announcement of a state-of-the-art

manufacturing plant to be built in Pineville, North Carolina. IPEX’s future growth plans include additional

DCs in the southern and western U.S., it noted.

Ferguson announces Q1 2022 results

Ferguson announced its interim financial results for the first quarter of fiscal year 2022.

Some highlights are:

Supportive end markets and continued market-share gains drove substantial sales growth;

Price inflation increased to low teens in the quarter;

Ability to manage price inflation along with good cost control generated particularly strong profit

growth;

Completed four acquisitions since the start of the fiscal year with annualized revenues of $125

million; and

Completed $97 million of the $1 billion share buyback program, the distributor announced.

Kevin Murphy, group chief executive, commented: “Our associates have continued to drive strong market-

share gains while navigating industry supply chain pressures, delivering particularly strong profit growth.

We are pleased with earnings growth that significantly outpaced revenue growth to generate strong

operating leverage, demonstrating the agility of our business model. Our balance sheet remains strong as

we continue to invest in inventory availability to service our customers and return capital to shareholders

through the ongoing share buyback program.

“Since the start of the second quarter, Ferguson has generated revenue growth similar to that of Q1 2022.

We continue to expect a tapering of growth in the second half on tougher prior-year comparatives and we

remain mindful that the recent tailwinds from inflation on gross margins will likely moderate, although the

timing and extent remain uncertain. Given the strong momentum in the business and the agility of our

business model, our full year expectations have increased.”

Summary of financial results

Net sales of $6,803 million were 26.6% ahead of last year, 24.5% higher on an organic basis with 1.8% from

acquisitions, and a further 0.3% from the impact of foreign exchange. Inflation in the first quarter was in the

low teens.

Gross margins of 31.3% were 170 basis points ahead of last year, driven primarily by its ability to serve

customers while managing price inflation, enabled by the hard work of our sales associates and the

strength of our supply chain, the distributor added. Operating expenses continued to be well-controlled as

it focuses on productivity and efficiencies while investing in its talented associates, supply chain

capabilities and technology program, Ferguson said.

Reported operating profit was $739 million (adjusted operating profit: $767 million), 64.2% ahead of last

year (adjusted operating profit growth: 58.5%) as strong revenue, gross margin expansion and good cost

control led to strong operating leverage, Ferguson noted.

Earnings per share on a diluted basis was $2.40 (adjusted earnings per share – diluted: $2.50), an increase

of 71.4% (adjusted earnings per share – diluted growth: 64.5%) with the increase due to the strength of the

profit performance in the period and the lower share count arising from share buyback programs, it added.

 

New engineering guide ‘Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings’ now available

The Society of Fire Protection Engineers, a professional society for fire protection and fire safety

engineering, the International Code Council, a global source of model building codes and standards and

building safety solutions, and Springer, a global scientific and technical publisher, announced the release of

a new engineering guide: “Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings.”

The 2021 edition of “Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings” provides information on the fire safety performance

of tall, very tall and super tall buildings. Topics featured in the engineering guide include emergency

egress, fire resistance, building envelope, suppression, detection, alarms and smoke control, with new

guidance on considerations for existing buildings, energy storage systems, aerial vehicle platforms and

unique building features such as observation decks and fireworks displays. Additional information in the

guide consists of performance-based design and international practices.  

“We know that very tall buildings impose unique fire protection challenges and require new engineering

solutions above and beyond traditional methods,” stated Nicole Boston, CAE, CEO of SFPE. “This

engineering guide provides fire safety engineers and fire protection professionals with specific and

necessary engineering principles to overcome the challenges of fire and to protect very tall buildings, their

occupants, and first responders.”

As leaders in engineering a fire-safe world, SFPE provides rapid dissemination of the most recent and

advanced work in fire protection engineering, fire science and the social/human dimensions of fire.

Recently published books in the SFPE book series include “Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings” and the 2021

“International Handbook of Structural Fire Engineering,” with additional titles forthcoming. Added to the

expertise of the Code Council in model codes, standards and building safety solutions, and Springer’s

scientific and technology experience, the new publication provides a tool for all fire safety and design

professionals all over the world.

“The population growth of many urban centers in numerous countries and the increase in the number of

super-tall buildings being built have necessitated advances in fire protection engineering and associated

technologies,” said Beth Tubbs, PE, FSFPE, ICC senior staff engineer and incoming SFPE president. “The

second edition of “Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings,” is an excellent product of the partnership between

SFPE, ICC and Springer Publishing and provides critical guidance for engineers and fire safety

professionals.”

The new “Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings” is available for prices beginning at $109, with an additional

40% discount to SFPE members, and the standard ICC member price discounts. The 276-page guide is

available in various formats from SFPE and ICC. Institutional licensing options are available to academic,

government, and corporate entities from SFPE.

“Springer Nature is very pleased to publish the Fire Safety for Very Tall Buildings Engineering Guide,

second edition, making this important work available in print and electronically through the extensive

SpringerLink platform,” remarked Michael Luby, senior editor and publisher liaison, Springer.  “This marks

an important milestone in our strategic collaboration with the Society and its affiliates.”

A complete table of contents, purchase options, and additional information is available from SFPE at

sfpe.org or from ICC at shop.iccsafe.org.

Danfoss announces multi-year collaboration with FAMU-FSU College of Engineering

Danfoss and Florida State University have announced a multi-year collaboration in which Danfoss will fund

scholarships and provide research opportunities for faculty and students at the FAMU-FSU College of

Engineering, the joint engineering institution for Florida A&M University and Florida State University. The

five-year agreement, which was officially signed on Nov. 12, establishes the Danfoss FAMU-FSU College of

Engineering Fund with a $750,000 commitment from Danfoss.

“This agreement is an exciting new chapter in Danfoss’ relationship with the FAMU-FSU College of

Engineering,” said Ricardo Schneider, president of Danfoss Turbocor based in Tallahassee, home of the

college. “We have been developing a strong partnership for nearly 10 years, sponsoring undergraduate

and graduate research projects, and are excited to expand our support for the development of engineering

talent in the community. These scholarships will help underrepresented minority students achieve their

dreams of an engineering career, bring more diversity to the profession and create a talent pipeline for our

Danfoss Turbocor business.”

Each academic year, the fund will award multiple grants (expected to be around 10 per year) to

undergraduate and graduate students from either university at the FAMU-FSU College of Engineering.

Undergraduate fellowships will focus on first- or second-year engineering students, with a focus on first-

generation college students or those who belong to an underrepresented group. Additionally, the fund will

support graduate research fellows and faculty fellows each year who are engaged in research that is of

interest to Danfoss. Fellows will collaborate with selected students at the University of Southern Denmark

(SDU) on graduate research projects. The students will likely spend time at each other’s campus, with

support from Danfoss and the Fund.

“This funding is another important step in the nearly decade-long collaboration between Danfoss and the

FAMU-FSU College of Engineering, and it will be transformative in many ways,” said Farrukh Alvi, senior

associate dean for research and graduate studies at the FAMU-FSU College of Engineering. “They’re

providing financial support to our students who need and deserve it, while also creating a pathway for

important research and international career connections that students would otherwise not have access to.

This partnership is another notable step toward growing the number of career and research-ready

engineers from first-generation and underrepresented groups, a high priority for both organizations.”

The collaboration with SDU will provide a path for SDU students to pursue graduate engineering study at

the FAMU-FSU College of Engineering in mechatronics, controls, material science and aerodynamics,

Danfoss noted. Danfoss faculty fellows will provide them with mentorship and advising and the SDU

students will continue their collaborations with the Danfoss graduate research fellows with guidance from

FAMU-FSU Engineering and SDU faculty.

Danfoss, headquartered in Denmark, has an ongoing relationship with SDU, sponsoring many activities

through the company’s Mads Clausen Foundation, and this agreement will expand and strengthen the

existing relationship.

“We are very excited about the student exchange collaboration with Florida A&M and Florida State

universities,” said Henrik Johnsen Vindt, associate professor and assistant director of international affairs

at SDU’s Faculty of Engineering. “International qualifications are essential for our engineering students and

this collaboration supports our effort to give future engineers a global mindset. The American students will

enhance the international environment at our university, have the opportunity to experience Denmark and

hopefully consider our business for employment in the future.”
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Heat pumps in your future?
New SNAP rules issued by the EPA are resulting in

numerous changes taking place to the mechanical codes,

ASHRAE 15 and product standards.  

Contact Julius

CODES || By Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE

I recently attended a Chicago ASPE Chapter meeting that had a presentation on heat pump

water heaters. The presentation was excellent. The information and the way it was presented

was extremely beneficial to the plumbing and mechanical engineering community.

Basically, the program pointed out that heat pump water heaters will be a part of your future.

There is no denying this fact. Furthermore, heat pump water heaters and heat pump hydronic

systems will become more of a standard product for engineers to consider in the very near

future. While products are currently available, as the program pointed out, the major switch will

be to low-GWP refrigerants.

Low-GWP simply translates to low global warming potential. Gone will be the R-410A refrigerant,

replaced with low-GWP refrigerants, such as R-32 and R-454B. Both refrigerants mentioned, as

well as the majority of low-GWP refrigerants, fall into the category of Group A2L refrigerants.

This is a classification of lower flammability refrigerants in accordance with ASHRAE 34. Hence,

the refrigerants do burn but they burn very poorly.

The AIM Act, signed into law at the end of 2020, mandates a change to low GWP refrigerants

and a phaseout of higher GWP refrigerants. Soon, hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) refrigerants will be

completely phased out.

The SNAP rules are directed toward

manufacturers of refrigeration

equipment; however, they apply

universally throughout the United States.

The U.S. EPA has issued new SNAP rules listing acceptable low GWP refrigerants. The SNAP

rules are directed toward manufacturers of refrigeration equipment; however, they apply

universally throughout the United States. Hence, the plumbing and mechanical codes cannot

violate SNAP rules.

As a result, there are numerous changes taking place to the mechanical codes, ASHRAE 15 and

product standards. This month, UL will issue the draft of the fourth edition of UL 60335-2-40 for

public review. This is the product standard that regulates refrigeration equipment, including heat

pumps.

This standard contains important requirements that will impact the design of systems utilizing

heat pumps and other refrigeration equipment. Since the newer equipment will utilize flammable

refrigerants, greater care will be required when analyzing refrigerant charge size. If a charge

size is greater than 1.8 kg or 4 pounds, there may be certain measures required to mitigate any

potential leak of refrigerant. The standard requirements are based on catastrophic leaks of

refrigerant. Mitigation measures include detection systems, systems designed for enhanced

tightness, circulation fans, increasing the size of the room or designing the system with

connected spaces, to name a few.

If you are asking why heat pump water heaters and heat pump hydronic systems, think of the

terms climate change, electrification and saving the world. There is a transition occurring

worldwide away from fossil fuels. Efficient refrigeration systems are an economical alternative to

fossil fuels.

If you have ever been involved in a geothermal system, you have most likely dealt with heat

pumps. Going back many years, water-source heat pumps used R-22 refrigerant. The problem

with R-22 refrigerant is that it destroys the ozone layer. Hence, there is a worldwide ban of R-22

refrigerant. However, R-22 remains a widely used refrigerant in existing systems. Once a repair

is required on an R-22 unit, it must be replaced and cannot be repaired.

When R-22 was phased out, R-410A became the common refrigerant for heat pumps. As

previously stated, R-410A is a high global warming refrigerant. It is interesting to note that

refrigeration equipment manufacturers always considered R-410A to be a transitional refrigerant.

It was an easy replacement refrigerant, but it still had problems. Furthermore, it is not the most

efficient refrigerant to use in a system.

The transition to R-32 and R-454B will improve refrigerant efficiency. We have actually been

using R-32 for many years since R-410A is composed of 50% R-32 and 50% R-125. Similarly, R-

454B also has approximately 70% R-32, the remainder being R-1234yf, which is also a low GWP

refrigerant.

The increased efficiency of R-32 and R-454B varies depending on which manufacturer you ask.

The numbers given range from 10% to 25% better efficiency with these refrigerants. Realize that

equipment efficiency does not change when the refrigerant is more efficient. All it means is that

you need less refrigerant to accomplish the same heating or cooling.

Another interesting aspect of R-32 is that it operates at a higher temperature. That means it will

perform better in a heat pump water heater or water source heat pump. The refrigerant is giving

off heat during the phase change, thus heating the water.

You may also encounter the term, “de-superheater.” Simply stated, a de-superheater is a heat

pump that generates hot water whether in heating or cooling mode. The term has been used in

geothermal applications when there is a combination water heater with a heating and cooling

system. In other parts of the world, there are de-superheaters for normal building heating and

cooling systems whereby the waste heat is used to either heat or preheat potable hot water to

the building. De-superheaters will be catching on in the United States for systems other than

geothermal.

The last part of the presentation at my ASPE meeting was on economics. I was thrilled about the

accurate presentation of the economics — it was not a sales presentation with exaggerated

figures; the presentation was by an engineer with realistic numbers.

The numbers did not hide the fact that gas-fired water heaters are still the lowest cost for

providing hot water. Then the presentation expanded into the long-range cost of continuing to

burn natural gas for hot water. When you measure the impact on the climate and health of the

Earth, heat pump water heaters start to look more economical. The question for the plumbing

and mechanical engineer is: “Can you sell a healthy world?”

Many years ago, engineers were afraid to talk about designing for climate change and a healthy

environment. But times change. That should be an easier sell today.

If you have not already investigated heat pump water heaters, it is time to take a look. Continue

to follow the development of new products using low-GWP refrigerants as they enter the market

over the next three years.

smshoot/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

The views expressed here are strictly those of the author and do not necessarily represent PM Engineer or BNP Media.

Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE, is president of J.B. Engineering and Code Consulting , P.C . in Munster, Indiana. He can be

reached at by email  at jbengineer@aol.com.
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What you don’t pay for
Understanding the alphabet soup of energy ratings. Contact John

RENEWABLE HEATING DESIGN || By John Siegenthaler, P.E.

Heat pumps move heat from low-temperature sources to higher temperature loads. There are many types

of heat pumps, but they all perform this basic thermodynamic mission.

For heating buildings, the low-temperature heat typically comes from outside air, buried earth loops or

groundwater. For cooling buildings, the low-grade heat comes from interior air.   

Dedicated purpose heat pumps are also used for capturing low-temperature heat from wastewater

streams, or exhaust air streams, upgrading the temperature of that heat and sending it to a load such as

domestic water heating, pool heating or even snow-melting.

What’s in a number?

The measure of a heat pump’s heating performance is called coefficient of performance (COP). It’s just the

ratio of useful output divided by required input, where both the output and input are expressed in the same

physical units.  

For example, if an air-to-water heat pump delivers 45,000 Btu/h of heat output to a stream of water and

has a power input of 5,000 watts, its COP can be determined as follows:

The higher the COP, the greater the desired output is relative to the required input. Thus, higher COPs are

always preferred, all other things being equal.

Although higher COPs result in lower electrical energy consumption, it’s important to realize that the

person paying the bill for heating a building doesn’t pay for COP. They pay for the Kilowatt•hours (kWh) of

electrical energy necessary to run the heat pump. This is an important distinction, and one that’s often

misinterpreted when evaluating the merit of one heat pump versus another.

So, how is one supposed to evaluate various heat pump options with differing COP information and

different installed cost?  

Start by understanding that COP can be calculated in several ways. The most common would be: As an

instantaneous performance index or as a seasonal average value.

The instantaneous COP of any heat pump is strongly dependent upon all of the following:

�. The temperature of the material from which low-temperature heat is being absorbed;

�. The temperature of the material to which higher temperature heat is being released;

�. The flow rate of the material supplying the low-temperature heat (e.g., air or water) across the heat

pump’s condenser; and

�. The flow rate of the material absorbing the higher temperature heat (e.g., air or water) across the heat

pump’s condenser.

Under favorable conditions, it’s possible to operate just about any heat pump at very impressive COP

values. Unfortunately, those ideal conditions seldom exist for long (if ever) in actual installations.

When evaluating seasonal heating cost, it’s important to use a COP that reflects the wide range of

operating conditions the heat pump will experience over an entire heating season. These “seasonal

average COP” values are not published by heat pump manufacturers because they don’t know what

conditions their units will operate under. Still, it’s possible to simulate those conditions using software that

factors in either hourly data for outdoor temperature or bin temperature data, and in the case of

geothermal heat pumps, algorithms for heat transfer for specified earth loop configurations. Software

simulations also have to account for the variations in the heat pump’s heating capacity and COP under all

these conditions. In some cases, the simulation may also have to adjust for time-of-use electrical rates.

Such rates, where available, can significantly impact the operating cost for heat pumps that operate a high

percentage of their total run time under lower “off-peak” rates.

The result of such a simulation would be a reasonable estimate of the heat pump’s seasonal average COP,

and that would be the performance index appropriate for making operating cost comparisons.

One versus another

The annual savings in heating energy between two heat pumps with different seasonal average COPs can

be estimated using Formula 1.

Where:

S = savings in seasonal heating energy (MMBtu*);

load = total annual heating energy required for the building (MMBtu*);

COPL = seasonal average COP of heat pump having the lower of the two COPs; and

COPH = seasonal average COP of heat pump having the higher of the two COPs.

* 1 MMBtu = 1,000,000 Btu

Here’s an example:  A house has a design heating load of 36,000 Btu/h when the outdoor temperature is 0°

F, and the indoor temperature is 70° F.  The house is located in Syracuse, New York, with 6,720 annual

heating °F days. The estimated annual space heating energy use is 49.7 MMBtu. Assume that one heat pump

option has a seasonal average COP of 3.28. The other heat pump has a seasonal COP of 2.8. Putting these

values into Formula 1 yields:

The cost savings associated with an energy savings of 2.6 MMBtu/h depends on the cost of electricity. For

example, if electricity sells at a flat rate of $0.13/kWh, the cost savings would be:

Perhaps you’re wondering where the two seasonal average COP values used in this example came from.

The seasonal average COPH of 3.28 came from a software simulation of a geothermal water-to-water heat

pump supplying warm water to a hydronic radiant panel heating system in the Syracuse house (36,000

Btu/h design load). The radiant panel was assumed to require supply water at 110° under design load

conditions. The software used for the simulation was supplied by the heat pump manufacturer.

The seasonal average COPL=2.8 also came from a software simulation. In this case, the software came

from a manufacturer of air-to-water heat pumps. This software simulation was also based on the same

Syracuse house and the same radiant panel delivery system. Thus, the entire balance of the system

downstream of each heat pump was identical, as were the load conditions.

So, based on that last calculation, you’re probably thinking: Can an annual savings of $99 realistically

amortize the higher installed cost of the geothermal heat pump within a reasonable time?  

The only way to address this is by making an installed cost estimate for both systems, factor in any

currently available rebates, and see what the difference would be. Here are the assumed (but nonetheless

realistically estimated) values I will use for the comparison.

The geothermal system was assumed to be supplied from earth loops contained in vertical boreholes,

which in the upstate New York area, go for about $3,000 per ton of capacity for the borehole, U-tube

piping and grouting. The estimated installed cost of the complete earth loop was $11,800. The installed

cost estimated for the balance of the system including the heat pump, circulators, loop fluid, piping, etc.,

(but excluding the radiant panel heat delivery system — since it would be the same for both heat pumps)

was $8,750.

The currently available 26% federal income tax credit was applied to the earth loop and balance of system

cost (but not to the distribution system). It comes to a deduction of $5,343. This lowers the net installed cost

of the geothermal system (excluding distribution) to $15,207.

The estimated installed cost of the air-to-water system (again excluding the distribution system) was

$10,600. There are no currently available federal tax credits for air-to-water heat pumps, and no other

deductions were assumed.

The difference in net installed cost between these two systems would be $15,207-$10,600 = $4,607.

So the simple payback of the geothermal heat pump relative to the air-to-water heat pump, based on all

the above estimates and assumptions, and assuming no change in electrical cost is $4,607/$99 = 46.5

years. You decide if that’s acceptable.

The current 26% federal tax credits on residential geothermal heat pump installations will remain in place

during 2022, and reduce to 22% for 2023.  After that, it’s anybody's guess as to what might happen based

on the sausage-making process in Washington. As it currently stands, there will be no federal income tax

credits for geothermal heat pump installations for 2024 and beyond. That would push the simple payback

on the example described above to just about 100 years. Politely stated — this is a difficult scenario to

justify.

Shrinking loads  

As energy codes become more stringent and the market for low energy buildings, net-zero buildings and

the like increases, the energy savings associated with different COP values decreases in direct proportion

to the annual space heating energy use. That’s evident from Formula 1. Cut the load in half, and the savings

are cut in half. Thus the savings associated with a high-performance heat pump yielding a seasonal

average COP of 4.0 versus one with a seasonal COP of say 2.5, in a building with a design load of only

18,000 Btu/h, in Syracuse would be:

At a going rate of $0.13 per kWh, the annual savings would be about $142 per year. That’s almost trivial in

comparison to what many households now spend for phone, television and internet. It’s something to think

about when contemplating a very high-performance and very pricey heat pump system for a low-energy

house. The cocktail party bragging rights are there, but the economic case is simply “unsustainable.”

The bottom Line

COPs, like AFUE values for boilers, and SEER ratings for air conditioners are often preeminently put forth as

values to get excited about. That’s OK, but hopefully, you’re convinced that energy cost savings is ultimately

what matters.

Tippapatt/iStock/Getty Images Plusvia Getty Images.

John Siegenthaler , P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of  Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent , New York. In partnership

with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth design- level training in modern hydronic systems,

air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. Additional information and resources for hydronic system design are available

on Siegenthaler's website at www.hydronicpros.com.
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Contact Ethan

Shock to the system
Understanding water hammer and quick-closing valves.

WATER COOLER CONVERSATIONS || By Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD

In engineering, “shock” is defined as a phenomenon that happens when matter is subject to extreme rates

of force with respect to time. This is probably one of those engineering concepts that most of us

understand without a scientific dissertation. In plumbing engineering, one of the most common forms of

shock is water hammer: A phenomenon caused by water moving at a high velocity that stops suddenly.

Not only does water hammer cause a problem because of the noise it makes but it can cause piping and

fittings to fail prematurely as well.

We should all be familiar with the concept of what happens when something that has momentum gets

stopped suddenly. A good example is when you are walking down a busy sidewalk and someone stops in

front of you suddenly to check their phone. In the case of water hammer, it happens when a valve is closed

suddenly, and this is usually the case with valves that are electrically controlled. This is the case with

solenoid valves, which operate when electricity is applied to a winding and pulls in armature. Plumbing

codes may require us to design systems with devices that absorb pressure resulting from the quick-closing

of valves. The first question then becomes: “What defines a quick-closing valve?”

The PDI Standard WH-201 gives us the answer in the form of a formula. The standard states: “Quick valve

closure may be defined as a closure less than or equal to two times the length of pipe divided by ‘a,’ which

is the velocity of water pressure wave.” Looking at a pipe run of 40 feet to a bathroom core from a corridor

main, the time for a valve to be defined as “quick-closing” would need to be less than:

The important takeaway from this formula is to note the effect that pipe length has on the impact of a

solenoid valve. An 80 foot run of pipe would increase the critical response time to 40 milliseconds and

include most solenoid valves. The other important takeaway is valves such as quarter-turn ball valves

would probably not fall under the category of “quick-acting.”

Plumbing Codes do not always have us look at the piping design for each individual fixture that has a

quick-closing valve to determine if it needs a pressure absorbing device or not. It would be a lot for the

code to ask and, truth be told, there are many factors involved with water hammer. It is helpful to

understand those factors when we size and apply the devices themselves.

Let’s look at the pressure incurred by water hammer for the flow to a water closet through a 1-inch diameter

pipe. The only value we need to find is the change in velocity. To do that, we need to first determine the

flow rate in gallons per minute. A 1.28 gpf valve will operate in a second or two, which translates to a value

of up to 75 gpm. Appendix A-4 of PDI Standard WH-201 has a chart that we can refer to, and shows a

velocity of 25 feet per second. The equation for determining the maximum pressure wave is shown below

with results from our specific example:

This is somewhat of an extreme example, but not unheard of if the flush valve is adjusted incorrectly —

there is high pressure and undersized piping. The pressure wave is what reverberates back through the

piping system, causing noise and vibration. On the other end of the spectrum are solenoid valves used on

lavatory faucets. The main difference is the flow velocity. Instead of 25 feet per second, we are looking at

0.5 gpm through a 1/2-inch pipe typically, which equates to less than 1 foot per second. Per the PDI

Standard, the rule of thumb is that your pressure wave is going to be about 60 times your velocity, so in

the case of the lavatory faucet, we are looking at about 60 psi. While this is within the specified range of

most plumbing components, the shock may have a deleterious effect on the faucet itself.

Once we have determined that a device is required to absorb high pressures resulting from the quick-

closing of valves, we have a couple of ways to size the device required. The simplest way is to refer to the

PDI Standard WH-201 which has tables that show the recommended size based on fixture units. There are

also tables that provide sizing based on pipe size and length of the run.      

The other method is to use a formula. This allows us to look more closely at the parameters that affect

sizing. One empirical formula that has been developed is the following:

Where:

C is the required capacity of the arrestor;

L is effective length of pipe;

V is flow rate in GPM;

D is pipe diameter;

Pf  is the flow pressure; and

Y is a ratio based on the maximum design pressure of the piping and the nominal operational pressure.

For a typical domestic water plumbing system, the maximum pressure is 150 psig and operating pressure is

no greater than 80 psig per code, so the Y factor is around 2.    

Let’s take a closer look at that water closet flush valve that was fed with a 1-inch pipe. For a 40-foot run

from the main in the corridor, the required arrestor capacity would be:

Now, this is an extreme example with a very large water hammer arrestor. But one can see how, with

improper adjustment and system sizing, things can get out of control. As with most calculations, if you can

make the top values decrease or the bottom values increase, you can decrease your result, or in this case,

the required capacity. Let’s say the flow rate through a properly adjusted flushometer is actually 25 gpm,

and let’s use a 1.5-inch pipe. Instead of 80 psig, let’s say that the design pressure is the minimum that

engineers use to operate a flushometer — 35 psig. Our required arrestor capacity becomes:

100 cubic inches is more in line with what you would expect to see for a water hammer arrestor size on a

supply to a water closet flush valve. These are more commonly sized by fixture units according to the PDI

Standard.

Following the plumbing code and the standards available to us help us understand the importance of

preventing water hammer. Look closer at the empirical formulas that were developed through testing help

us understand the parameters that affect water hammer. This allows us to troubleshoot situations that may

arise in the field.

AndyL/iStock /Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD, is the plumbing and f ire protection discipl ine leader at Smith Group ’s Boston off ice. He can be reached

by email  at ethan.grossman@smithgroup.com.
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Learning from failure
Success is not a linear road.    Contact Christoph

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE ||

By Christoph Lohr, P.E., CPD, ASSE 6020, LEED AP

BD+C

As the year comes to a close, I have been reflecting on the past year, one filled with challenge and growth

for me. In order to grow, we have to learn how to overcome challenges. But there are a multitude of

occasions where we learn through failing to overcome challenges. Over time, I have come to recognize

that successes cannot occur without failures.  

This wisdom was further amplified by a Farnam Street weekly eNewsletter that I get in my inbox every

Sunday. In this newsletter, there was a wonderful quote that started my thinking:

“Early-career setback appears to cause a performance improvement among those who persevere. Overall,

these findings are consistent with the concept that ‘what doesn’t kill me makes me stronger,’ which may

have broad implications for identifying, training and nurturing junior scientists.”

This study hits home for me. I remember early in my engineering career how I really struggled to find my

footing. I have told many that the first half dozen years I felt like a failure. On many occasions, I considered

leaving engineering. Success occurred when I moved to a company that was more aligned with who I was

as a person and a professional, and had an excellent training/mentoring program. I progressed quickly. I

am really glad I persevered — but more importantly, I am glad that I took many lessons away from my

many failures — I didn’t blame anyone else, I looked at those painful experiences as a way to improve and

get better. The deeper the failure, the more opportunity to improve.  

This is similar to what Scott Adams (The Dilbert Cartoonist) wrote in his book “How I Failed at Everything

and Still Won Big” (a book that I highly recommend). In his book, he talks about why systems are better

than goals, skills to develop and of course, his failures. Mr. Adams makes the argument that “Nietzsche

famously said, ‘what doesn't kill us makes us stronger.’ It sounds clever, but it's a loser philosophy. I don't

want my failures to simply make me stronger, which I interpret as making me better able to survive future

challenges. Becoming stronger is obviously a good thing, but it’s only barely optimistic. I do want my

failures to make me stronger, of course, but I also want to become smarter, more talented, better networks,

healthier and more energized… failure is a resource that can be managed.”

 

I am really glad I persevered — but more

importantly, I am glad that I took many

lessons away from my many failures — I

didn’t blame anyone else, I looked at those

painful experiences as a way to improve

and get better.

Failure as a managed resource is an interesting paradigm, and it is one that has been illustrated numerous

times in history. On my friend Kevin Black’s podcast, he interviews the author of “Generals in the Making” In

this podcast episode, I learned that some of the greatest generals in U.S. history, Marshall and Eisenhower,

both had early career setbacks that almost cut their careers short. Marshall’s career was almost derailed by

MacArthur when he was put into a backwater role. Eisenhower lost his 3 year-old son. There were

opportunities for them to give up and get out. But instead, they stuck with their vocation. Marshall excelled

in that “backwater” and was quickly “re-promoted,” while Eisenhower just persevered through the pain.

Obviously, both were two of the pivotal players in the Allied victory during WW2: Marshall organized the

entire U.S. and Allied War effort, while Eisenhower led the D-Day invasion. Both of these men had up/down

paths to the top echelons of the U.S. military (and later presidency) – the rest of us would do well to

remember that in our own lives.

My takeaway: It’s easy to think that success is a linear road. Perhaps in some instances, it is. However, as I

have read more and more about some of history's most impactful characters, almost all of them had

bumpy roads — anything but linear. Their impact and success were a direct result of having experienced

failure, and from having dealt with or managed it. Success means learning to embrace the struggle, and to

fail forward. The only question that remains is: What will you fail and grow from in 2022?

Cn0ra/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Christoph Lohr,  P.E., CPD, LEED AP BD+C , is the vice president of strategic initiatives at IAPMO. Al l  views and opinions expressed

in this article are his alone. Have some thoughts on this article? Contact Christoph at christoph. lohr@ iapmo.org.
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Plumbing engineering for 2022: A call for water

intelligence in the age of smart buildings
Current plumbing infrastructure designs put occupants at risk.

Contact

James

PROFESSIONAL PLUMBING ENGINEER VIEWPOINTS  

||  By James Dipping

The commercial building community is giving its full attention to improving indoor air quality as we attempt

to make our way out of the COVID-19 pandemic. While it’s true that germs and pathogens can be carried

through the air, we’re forgetting how easy it is to pick them up through the water we drink, wash our hands

with and cook our food in.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 7.2 million Americans get sick every

year from diseases that spread through water. Cases of Legionnaires’ disease, the most common

waterborne illness in the United States, have grown by nearly 900% since 2000.

It’s 2022. We need to focus more on what our water’s doing than ever before so we can be proactive with

building water quality rather than reactive. How can we do this?  

The answer is to improve the intelligence of our building plumbing infrastructure in the same way HVAC

systems have done for years.

Having easily accessible temperature, flow and composition data beyond the building mechanical room

will enable building engineers to improve occupant health and safety. Plumbing systems must be part of

the data-driven building performance equation in 2022.

Water conservation efforts and plumbing codes clash as engineers work to protect building
occupants

Today’s water pipe sizing practices are outdated and don’t consider the decreased volumes of water used

by widespread low-flow fixtures, which leave water in the pipes and increase building water age.

The fixture unit method used to calculate water pipe size in most codes is based on the outdated Hunter’s

Curve, developed back in the 1940s when plumbing fixtures were consuming water at much higher

volumes. The plumbing engineering community must question why we are using a calculation method that

fails to reflect the reality of today’s low-flow designs.

When water was flowing at higher volumes through plumbing systems, the water purveyor’s primary and

secondary disinfectants had the best chance at eliminating waterborne pathogens, because the chemicals

used have a certain shelf life. The use of low-flow fixtures in conjunction with outdated water pipe sizing

practices allow the disinfectants to expire before the water reaches your faucet. As a result, pathogens are

given the opportunity to grow and multiply inside the building pipes.

Standards put out by the CDC, ASHRAE, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA) and

World Health Organization (WHO) are encouraging building owners and plumbing engineers to elevate the

domestic hot water in our hot water supply and return systems to reduce the development of Legionella

and other waterborne pathogens.  

But without improved plumbing system intelligence beyond the mechanical room, how do we know about

domestic hot water distribution system performance in the distant pathways of our buildings? The answer

is: We don’t. We are putting occupants at risk every day with current plumbing infrastructure designs.

Temperature monitoring is the way to improve system performance and protect building
occupants

The failure to monitor the temperature of domestic water systems outside the mechanical room is

increasing a building’s exposure to risk, litigation and is hurting the bottom line. In the hospitality industry,

the two biggest complaints are the lack of hot water and water that’s too hot or scalding.

With an inability to confirm the water temperature in the supply piping to a guest room at the time such a

complaint is lodged, hospitality establishments are forced to go along with whatever the guest claims, even

when the complaint leads to a lawsuit.  

If building management systems began incorporating more water temperature monitoring, it would be

possible to know exactly what the water temperature is in a given pipe at any given time. Not only would

this data enable buildings to confirm or dismiss water complaints, but it would ultimately give facilities the

tools to improve systems performance and occupant health.

Assessing air temperature is an easy check as HVAC systems commonly include intelligence to monitor

and control throughout the building. To get an accurate assessment of water temperatures throughout the

building, it is common that the only option is to hold a thermometer through a stream of water emerging

from an open fixture. And, if a point-of-use mixing valve is used at the fixture, this temperature is not

reflective of the pipe’s temperature. Considering the advanced monitoring technology available, our

current approach to monitoring plumbing systems is truly antiquated.

With an accurate picture of water temperatures as measured by sensors strategically placed throughout the

building’s pipes, these levels can be properly adjusted to improve system performance, better reduce

water pathogen growth and improve overall water quality. With this key building intelligence in hand,

building engineers and managers would be much better equipped to take a proactive water management

role and deliver safer, more hygienic water at the right temperature.

A call for water intelligence

The time is now. We must consider applying the same level of technologies and controls currently in place

in our building’s HVAC systems to our plumbing systems. Plumbing systems must get smarter and our

water management programs must be informed by more sound intelligence.

Right now, most connectivity from the plumbing systems to the building automation system takes place in a

mechanical room. But this simply isn’t enough to provide the intelligence required to effectively improve

water quality and occupant safety for years to come.  

Plumbing systems are the area where waterborne pathogens thrive. We must focus the time, energy and

investment required to alleviate this problem and deliver the water quality and safety that building

occupants deserve. It’s high time our plumbing systems become data driven.

pinkomelet/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

James Dipping, PE, CPD, GPD, LEED AP BD+C , ARCSA AP, technical director, plumbing engineering for Chicago-based ESD, has

more than 25 years of experience a plumbing engineer, and serves on the ASPE Legionella Design Guide Working Group .
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Contact Dave

Why 120° F is not a safe water temperature

for potable water storage vessels
Preventing Legionella while protecting against scalding at

points-of-use.

FROM THE MECHANICAL ROOM || By Dave Yates

When I first entered the trades in 1972, residential tank-style water heaters shipped with the aquastat set to

approximately 140° F. Dishwashers had no need to incorporate a sanitizing cycle. Around 1977, water heater

manufacturers were required to lower the aquastat temperature setting to approximately 120°, and now,

dishwashers needed to incorporate a sanitizing cycle where rinse water in their reservoir was raised to 140°

or higher.

We found out — the hard way — that replacing a 40-gallon tank water heater with another same-sized

model suddenly resulted in customer complaints due to running out of hot water. The lower water storage

temperature resulted in a larger volume of hot water utilized for the final mixed water temperature in the

bathing module. Given that the aquastat is easily adjusted to raise the stored water temperature, many

consumers did that on their own. With the good intention of lowering the water temperature to reduce the

thermal scald injuries and deaths, the end result over the ensuing years was there had not been a

reduction in thermal scalding cases. Instead of 40-gallon water heaters, we upgraded to 50-gallon models

to provide similar performance without raising the storage temperature. From our perspective, our resetting

the aquastat to provide hotter water was a serious liability issue. Ignorance was bliss, but not for long

because other dangers lurked.

A not-so-funny thing happened on the way to the forum. The forum being a mechanical contracting

website: Area51HVAC.com. I was asked to provide an online presentation and chose what was, and still

remains, a controversial subject: Utilizing water heaters for both hydronic heating and potable hot water.

I’m talking open direct cross-connected hydronic and potable water, which never made good common

sense to me, and while researching the subject, I ran smack head-on into Legionella and bacterial

amplification. As it turned out, tank-style water heaters and storage vessels for DHW were already

recognized as bacterial amplifiers. To say I was stunned would be a gross understatement, but even more

astounding was the fact that virtually no one in the mechanical trades was talking about the issues. That

night’s forum darn near crashed the Area51HVAC website! Following that, I began writing articles regarding

scalding and Legionella bacteria amplification within our potable DHW systems, and let’s just say I was met

head-on with dramatic pushback from manufacturers and contractors. The further I dug into the issues, the

more evidence surfaced that clearly illustrated the correlation between lower water temperatures and

bacterial amplification in potable DHW systems. Today, most folks understand there are issues that can be

easily addressed.

Legionella bacteria reproduction

slows as DHW temperatures rise

above 113°, but don’t essentially

stop until you attain 133°.

Legionella bacteria need just a few conditions for rampant reproduction — water temperatures between

50° to 113°, with 98.6° being ideal, which is why human lungs offer an excellent opportunity; pH of 5.5 to

8.0, which the majority of our potable water systems provide; biofilms, which occur naturally within potable

water distribution networks; sediment, scale and sludge, which we find in the base of storage vessels; and

stagnation, which occurs in dead legs (largely unused portions of potable water systems (applies to both

hot and cold water lines). Legionella bacteria reproduction slows as DHW temperatures rise above 113°, but

don’t essentially stop until you attain 133°.

Potable DHW systems can be treated in one of two ways with elevated storage temperatures of 135° or

greater: Install an ASSE- listed thermostatic scald guard valve to reduce the water temperature at the

storage vessel’s outlet to 120° as is required per our plumbing codes and what plumbing inspectors check

for at an unprotected point-of-contact (typically a lavatory faucet); or allow full temperature potable water to

enter the distribution network while installing ASSE-listed thermostatic scald guard valves nearby the

various points-of-use where human contact will be present. The lone issue remaining is stagnation and that

can be addressed by incorporating circulation of the potable hot water to the far reaches of the hot water

distribution and return to either connect at the storage vessel’s cold-water inlet or connect at the base of

the tank where the drain valve is located.

Bathing module faucets have been required to incorporate ASSE-approved scald-guard protection for the

past several decades. Most are pressure-balancing models, which are blind to fluctuating municipal cold

water temperatures. The installer must set the final stop on the mixing and, here again, the inspector is

looking for a maximum of 120° delivered. The average human threshold for pain is 108°, and plumbing for

the elderly in retirement and/or nursing homes mandates a maximum DHW delivery temperature of 110° –

providing Legionella with a perfect invitation. There are also thermostatic tub/shower valves, but they can

be subject to sudden pressure imbalances. The ideal tub/shower valves incorporate both pressure and

temperature balancing.

Thermal stacking in DHW storage vessels is also an issue often ignored and/or overlooked. ANSI Z21.10.1

governing DHW for 75,000-Btu/h or less recognizes the stacking issue and allows for a 30° increase above

the factory 120° setting. That code-compliant layer of 150° can cause a third-degree burn in one 1-second or

less. Infants and the elderly have a much thinner dermis skin layer rendering them more susceptible to

dangerous thermal scald damage.

My preference has been to maintain 135° to 140° thermal storage temperatures for DHW vessels, constant

recirculation of DHW (yes, I understand this would violate California energy code), and scald-guard

protection at all points-of-use with a few exceptions: Washing machines, dishwashers and points-of-use

(example: Commercial kitchen pre-rinse sinks) where elevated water temperatures are required.  

As we have done for both residential and commercial applications, my home’s indirect water heater

maintains 135° to 140° storage temperatures with 24/7 constant hot water circulation leaving as 1-inch

copper and returning via 1/2-inch copper with the 175-foot loop fully insulated, scald-guard pressure and

temperature ASSE-listed scald-guard valves and ASSE-listed thermostatic scald-guard valves for the

majority of our points-of-use. The lavatory faucets delivery DHW temperature is set to 110°. The DHW loop

passes by just a few feet from all fixtures utilizing DHW (to minimize potential bacterial growth sites).

Still thinking that 120° is a safe DHW temperature? According to the Moritz and Henriques studies on

thermal scald times, 120° DHW provides a third-degree burn in just 9.3-minutes for healthy adults and 3.1

minutes for children. Remember that those times will be shorted for infants and the elderly. However, at 110°,

it takes 6.7 hours for adults and 2.8 hours for third-degree scalds to occur.

Sadly, our national plumbing codes do not adequately address DHW scalding issues for all points of

contact where folks are left exposed to this danger. Until they do, there will continue to be well over

100,000 scalding incidents occurring in the USA each year, and it remains our responsibility (as installers

and specifying engineers) to educate our customers while offering installations that incorporate adequate

protections.  

 Dr_Microbe/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

You can reach industry icon Dave Yates at dyates@fwbehler.com.
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AHR EXPO
ASHRAE Winter Conference return to Las Vegas

ASHRAE’s Winter Conference will be held at
Caesar’s Palace, Las Vegas, from Jan. 29-Feb. 2,
while the 2022 AHR Expo will take place at the

Las Vegas Convention Center Jan. 31-Feb. 2.

By Nicole Krawcke

gremlin/iStock / Getty Images Plusvia Getty Images.

After taking a year hiatus due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2022 AHR Expo will return in-person Jan.

31 — Feb. 2 in Las Vegas. ASHRAE’s Winter Conference — a joint in-person and virtual event — will be

held during the same time, from Jan. 29 — Feb. 2, at Caesar’s Palace.

“While we do expect less in-person attendance in 2022 than past conferences due to travel restrictions,

this does not diminish our ability to reach our global audience, thanks to the integration of a virtual

platform,” says Raul Simonetti, HVACR corporate business manager for CARE Industries, and 2022

ASHRAE Winter Conference chair. “This hybrid format will allow our attendees to engage with each other

and still take advantage of the robust technical program that ASHRAE conferences are known for. These

delivery methods offer us the potential to reach a larger audience than ever before.

The last ASHRAE Winter Conference took place in 2020.

“ASHRAE’s mission is, ‘To serve humanity by advancing the arts and sciences of heating, ventilation, air

conditioning, refrigeration and their allied fields,’ and all ASHRAE Conferences aim to share knowledge

in HVACR fields with respect to the stated mission,” he continues. “‘Sharing’ involves two parties —

speakers/experts on one side, and audience on the other, both willing to learn from each other through

communication. Virtual communication tools have been able to make the 2021 Winter Conference

successfully happen, but in-person communication is by far superior because it allows both exchanging

expertise and networking with that sense of human touch which is quite difficult to transfer through

communication media. Going back to an in-person event signals a new, promising start to resume our

normal personal and work-life notwithstanding the ongoing pandemic.”

If ASHRAE members don’t wish to travel amidst the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, they can attend

remotely or even watch sessions on-demand.

“As usual, all sessions will be recorded and available on-demand on the Virtual Conferences webpage

after the conference,” Simonetti says. “Additionally, we are selecting 12+ hybrid sessions to be live-

streamed based on the relevance of content and scheduling that will accommodate attendees living in

additional time zones. Remote attendees of hybrid sessions will be able to participate in the Q&A in real-

time along with in-person attendees.”

All sessions during the 2022 ASHRAE Winter Conference will be recorded and available on-demand on the Virtual Conferences webpage.

Technical Program addresses building decarbonization-related issues

The 2022 Winter Conference program was created to let experts present HVACR solutions and

technologies for building decarbonization, while respecting constraints on Indoor Environmental Quality

(IEQ).

“The decarbonization of buildings, including processes and activities related to HVACR, are one of the

necessary steps to limit the increment of the average global temperature to 1.5° C by the end of the

century,” says Raul Simonetti.

The conference’s technical program is comprised of seven tracks:

Buildings at 360°: Buildings use a large share of a country's final energy, in particular for

heating, cooling and various services. Papers and presentations explaining methods,

equipment, systems and solutions to satisfy occupants' needs, to guarantee buildings'

performances and resilience, and to save resources (energy, water, etc.) will fit this track;

Energy System Integration: Energy is the omnipresent reality of our daily lives (e.g., electricity

for appliances and equipment, heat and cold for industrial processes and commercial

purposes).

Once used, part of the input the energy is wasted as heat/cold or as exhaust byproducts, thus

contributing to the pollution of soil, water and air. The integration of various energy

sources/grids with buildings, processes and transportation allows to better exploit the available

energy (renewables, in particular) while reducing the said waste through a circular approach to

energy usage. Papers on renewables, fossil fuels, grid integration, aggregation, demand-side

flexibility, smart devices, IoT, synthetic hydrogen and synthetic fuels, CCUS, electrification would

fit this track;

Environmental Health and IEQ in the International Arena: We spend a large part of our days

indoors to live, work, practice gym, etc. The indoor environment is essential for our comfort,

well-being, health, productivity, but is often treated and regulated differently in various parts of

the world due to local conditions, circumstances, history, traditions. Presentations that explain

local norms and trends are welcome to increase the knowledge on such an important topic,

with an eye also on energy usage;

HVAC for Industrial and Commercial Purposes — Challenges and Opportunities: How to

guarantee a set point within the required tolerances in a large industrial facility? How to

increase the overall energy efficiency of a commercial facility through HVAC systems? What are

the lessons that can be learned from in terms of equipment, installation, commissioning, etc.

and that can be transferred to other types of facilities; and vice versa? This is the track where

such topics can find suitable space;

Refrigerants and Refrigeration: Refrigeration systems generate and use cold for a range of

processes, from food preparation and conservation, to vaccine preservation, to long-term

protection of fragile ancient inks of historic documents and others. Differences in technologies

and equipment, performances, refrigerants, etc., may hide synergies from which both industrial

and commercial systems might benefit, also, but not only, from the points of view of reducing

direct and indirect GHG emissions;

HVAC&R Systems and Equipment: HVAC&R systems and equipment are constantly evolving to

address the changing requirements of the built environment. Papers and programs in this track

focus on the development of new systems and equipment, improvements to existing systems

and equipment and the proper application and operation of systems and equipment; and

Fundamentals and Applications: Fundamentals are the foundation for understanding

applications in engineering. Key components of ASHRAE fundamentals include

thermodynamics, psychometrics, fluid and mass flow. This track provides opportunities for

papers and presentations of varying levels across a large topic base. Concepts, design

elements and shared experiences for theoretical and applied concepts of HVAC&R design

are included.

“There is for sure an unprecedented effort to cope with a challenging pandemic in order to make the

2022 Winter Conference another successful gathering,” Simonetti notes. “ASHRAE’s staff is really working

relentlessly to fix any small or big issues arising here and there, and to grant the maximum flexibility to

members, speakers and participants while guarding their health and safety. This is not an easy task

because we are trying to convey real certainties to our audience notwithstanding the uncertain

circumstances, but it is a great ‘learning ground’ to improve ASHRAE’s professionalism and to make the

following 2022 Annual Conference in Toronto an even greater experience.

“We’re most looking forward to connecting with our peers in the format our members are comfortable:

Either in-person or virtually,” he adds. “The 2022 Winter Conference topics are very interesting and

ASHRAE is focused on delivering a fantastic event to all attendees, but above all, we will be happy to

see people walking to seminars, networking, meeting and talking in person.”

 

"ASHRAE’s staff is really working relentlessly to fix any small or big issues arising here and there, and to grant the maximum flexibility to members, speakers and participants

while guarding their health and safety," notes Raul Simonetti.

Expectations high for AHR Expo

AHR Expo Show Manager Mark Stevens notes that this year’s event, in many ways, is more significant

partly because of last year’s cancellation due to the global pandemic.

“The obvious being the longing to get back to business as usual across the board,” Stevens says. “We

know that many of our community members have remained on the frontlines throughout the pandemic,

but we have been limited in our ability to gather as an industry. Secondly, every single year, the show

floor is bursting with new products and tech, so we will land in Vegas with two years of everything new. It

will be exciting to see how much innovation has happened since we last met. What’s more, based on the

shift we’ve seen with attention on the industry in the mainstream, it will be interesting to have the

opportunity to view the industry with this in mind. It's great to finally invite everyone into the industry as

we know it and to see just how thriving and vital it is to everyday life.”

According to Stevens, show management is not anticipating any less attendance than previous years,

despite the global pandemic.

“We are fairly close to being on track with pre-pandemic years, which is a great indicator of the industry’s

readiness,” he says. “Having said that, we know there are some who still feel uncomfortable given there

remains some uncertainty with this pandemic. Overall, there seems to be much enthusiasm in the

community to get back to business. We see this in our hotel reservations and our exhibitor registrations,

as well as through communication with professionals and chatter we see on our social channels. So

many events were canceled in the last year, and everyone appears ready to gather again. We anticipate

the upcoming show will serve as a bridge for the last two years and set the pace for future shows and for

the industry. Vegas, and specifically the Las Vegas Convention Center, have already hosted several

successful events so far this year as well.”

For manufacturers like Franklin Electric, the AHR Expo presents a great opportunity to get in front of

contractors and specifying engineers and showcase their latest products and technologies.

“Attending the AHR Expo is very important for Franklin Electric and Little Giant,” says Brian Blackburn,

senior business unit manager, commercial HVAC US/Canada, industrial controls and engineered systems,

Franklin Electric. “It’s a great opportunity for us to showcase our breadth of product, grow our customer

base, and interact with our existing customers. It’s also a good time to scope out the competition and

generally note how the industry is performing.

“We’re obviously ready to get back to doing trade shows,” he adds. “It’ll be interesting to see how

participation and attendance pan out this year after canceling last year, but every year holds the same

significance to us. If our customers are there, we’re there.”

This AHR Expo is especially important for Franklin Electric, as the company was named a 2022

Innovation Award winner in the plumbing category with its Inline SpecPAK multi-pump pressure boosting

system. Lochinvar and Towle Whitney were finalists in the category.

“We’re so proud of this award,” Blackburn says. “We know the plumbing category is full of really quality

competitors, so our win means a lot to us. The competition was stiff!

ASHRAE’s 2022 Winter Conference — a joint in-person and virtual event — will be held during the same time as the AHR Expo, from Jan. 29 — Feb. 2, at Caesar’s Palace. 

 

“The Franklin brand, Little Giant, went through a brand refresh earlier this year, so we’re looking forward

to seeing the new branding in a show environment,” he continues. “The Franklin booth will contain a

Little Giant section featuring our HVAC and wastewater pumps as well as featuring representation from

the industrial drives division of the company since it’s a major player in the HVAC space. I’m most

looking forward to seeing our customers in real life again! While we’ve obviously adjusted to video

meetings, in-person is still so valuable, and it’ll be nice to get back to the hospitality aspect. It’s a great

time when everyone’s in the same city so we can spend quality time with all our customers.”

For some companies like Rinnai America Corp., the AHR Expo is one of the largest shows to participate

in.

“It’s a great opportunity for us to engage our customers and introduce new products,” says David

Federico, senior director of marketing, Rinnai America. “I believe the show is more significant this year

for a few reasons. First, our customers and business partners are eager to get out and start interacting in

person. Second, since COVID-19, Rinnai has introduced several new products in new and existing

categories that we will be showcasing at the show. We will be showing new, improved products in the

tankless water heating category, as well as a new line of Infrared Heaters, which is a new category for

us.”

Federico also says he is most looking forward to the face-to-face interaction with Rinnai customers.

For more information on the 2022 ASHRAE Winter Conference, visit

https://www.ashrae.org/conferences/2022-winter-conference-las-vegas. For more information about the

2022 AHR Expo, to register or view the schedule, visit www.ahrexpo.com.

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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Rheem’s commercial heat pump split system suits most mild climates and is tested as high as 140° F with automatic defrost for lower temps down to 41° F, providing max

hot water outlet temperature up to 149° F.

Heat pump water heaters
poised for growth in
commercial markets

Energy-e�cient technology becoming
more mainstream.

By Nicole Krawcke

As natural gas rates increase and the push for more sustainable energy sources intensifies, heat pump

water heaters appear poised for massive growth. States such as California and Massachusetts already

have regulations prohibiting or disincentivizing gas water heaters in new construction, and New York City

recently enacted similar restrictions for new construction. So, are heat pump water heaters the future of

the water heating market? Maybe or maybe not — but some industry experts certainly think so.

According to a report from MarketsandMarkets, the heat pump water heater market is projected to reach

$2.1 billion by 2026, with a CAGR of 6.8%.

“Due to current regulations and codes, heat pump water heaters (HPWH) have grown immensely in

popularity for commercial applications,” says Ashley Pincott, marketing manager for Rheem Water

Heating. “HPWH only account for about 2% of the market currently, but code updates continue to help

the rise of HPWH. Modernized codes aim to reduce carbon emissions and regulate energy use. Rheem

HPWH are environmentally-friendly, reduce carbon emissions by 75% and use 75% less energy. Although

Rheem commercial heat pump systems are a relatively new option in the North American market, we’ve

seen them help businesses in Australia save energy, save money and reduce their carbon footprint for

more than a decade.”

Josh Greene, corporate vice president for government and industry affairs, A. O. Smith, notes that while

commercial HPWH are still a relatively new technology, he is starting to see increased adoption.

 

Rheem’s commercial heat pump split system has a high efficiency rate, with up to 4.0 Coefficient of Performance (COP) and uses less energy than electric, natural gas or

propane.

“Property owners and small business owners are looking for returns on investment, and their calculus is

a little different from a residential customer, and thus, energy savings, avoided greenhouse gas

emissions and operational costs are certainly considerations for commercial HPWH applications,” he

says. “We’re also seeing a continued trend of companies looking to address environmental externalities

— and whether that's because they have public commitments or even private commitments related to

sustainability, climate change mitigation or ESG principles — decarbonizing their assets is something

they want to do on the one hand. On the other hand, regulations and building codes are driving

changes. Either way, the commercial applications of heat pump water technology have great potential.”

Paul Pohl, product manager, commercial new product development at A. O. Smith Corp., agrees that

government mandates are helping market adoption of HPWH in the commercial arena.

“Heat pump water heaters are definitely becoming more popular in commercial applications —

government mandates are being enacted that either discourage or outlaw the use of fossil fuels, so

commercial building owners are beginning to see the writing on the wall,” Pohl says. “Adoption of HPWH

allows them to satisfy government mandates. They're trending toward electrification in large measure.

And all-electric water heating solutions really have a higher operating cost, and would just place too high

a strain on the electrical grid. The efficiency levels of HPWH are really necessary to prevent that

overload on the grid. Although that equipment is more expensive in terms of the equipment itself and

installation versus all-electric or natural gas, it does provide some significant operating cost savings

versus all-electric solutions. And it's a non-fossil fuel alternative to natural gas.”

 

A Lochinvar air-source heat

pump water heater.

The multi-family market is another area in which HPWH are seeing a lot of growth.

“We also see HPWH growing in multifamily residential use,” Pincott says. “Rheem split systems are

perfectly suited for multifamily residential applications, and we expect to see that space continue to grow

based on the availability of this new technology. Rheem’s goal is to have a versatile solution that

complies with any municipal codes and regulations. If a customer is focused on a high efficiency design

options that can also save money, reduce impact on the environment and positively contribute to

decarbonization goals, Rheem Commercial heat pumps are an ideal choice.

Dan Rettig, product manager for Lochinvar, notes some areas are really pushing heat pump technology

for multi-family applications.

“They feel that’s a good area they can attack to get some of this technology implemented,” Rettig

explains. “It’s the push for decarbonization — they figure they can get the technology accepted in the

multi-family vertical a lot quicker than they can in other places.”

Greene agrees, saying, “Multi-family has been identified by not only the federal, but many state and local

governments, as a key place in which building decarbonization efforts should gravitate. We’re seeing

most of this movement in California and in the Pacific Northwest. With multi-family residential

applications, the technology has great potential to make an impact.”

Energy reduction equals energy savings

According to Pincott, the huge draw for HPWH is

the reduction in energy usage, which lowers

building energy cost by 75%.

“This is one of the greenest solutions for those

looking to dramatically reduce emissions as early

adopters of this technology,” she says. “In some

places in the country, like California and New York,

these types of units are becoming the only option

to meet high-efficiency goals. Rheem’s HPWHs also

feature a variety of installation possibilities,

including stackable models, allowing a building to

decrease its system’s footprint and there are also

options including vertical and horizontal exhausts,

which enable a custom fit for a wide range of

layouts. Custom designed single or multiple heat

pumps and storage units meet facility performance

and layout requirements.”

At the end of the day, Greene notes it is about the

twin goals of energy reduction and energy savings.

“It’s about reducing operational costs, whether that

be for me or you at home, or in a commercial

application where costs can be considerably

reduced,” Greene says. “With the reduction of the

carbon footprint, we see additional benefits.”

“In a nutshell, HPWH, although not a perfect

solution, allow folks to reduce energy use and

greenhouse gas emissions, improve air quality and

lower their overall operating costs versus an all-

electric solution,” Pohl adds.
A Voltex hybrid electric heat pump water heater is installed in veteran plumbing

contractor, Mike Demattia’s, house.

Market trends

Regulation changes are a primary driver in the adoption of HPWH, Pincott notes.

“Many local to state mandates are becoming stricter as more cities and regions in the United States set

tight decarbonization regulations,” she explains. “Commercial water heating is affected as the industry

moves from fossil fuel burning gas to zero-emissions heat pump systems. Rheem’s commercial heat

pump water heaters (split system) supports requirements set forth in legislative bills SB 350, AB 758, SB

1477, AB 3232. With an ever-changing energy and decarbonization regulation landscape, many are

looking beyond traditional systems for new, cutting-edge solutions. In the end, they expect a reliable

performance from any unit and hassle-free service.”

Another market trend Pincott is seeing is an interest in training.

“Since HPWH meet the requirements of codes, engineers, installers and contractors are now wanting to

be well-versed in installations, operation and maintenance of these types of products. From install to

maintenance, training sessions will provide answers and help the installer become familiar with evolving

products and technology.”

Rettig notes that as more and more government policy mandates and building code changes come in,

engineering firms that have typically specified gas appliances are now asking for help to educate their

firms and engineers on heat pump solutions.

“We’re seeing requests for education for the whole industry to start understanding these products,” Rettig

says. “It’s for plumbers, engineers and building owners and facility managers. There’s just a lot of

education going on.”

Greene sees three main market trends impacting HPWH.

“The first is increase utilization of heat pump water heaters as a way to help with climate change

mitigation, while simultaneously using them to help balance electrical loads on local distribution grids,”

he says. “One of the interesting things you can do with an electric storage heat pump water heater is use

that water heater as a thermal battery. The easiest way to think about this, for example, is when solar is

most ubiquitous during the middle part of the day, and demand for that energy is low at your home or

commercial establishment you can utilize the advanced technology of  HPWH and  ‘dump’ some of that

excess solar energy into the storage tank of the HPWH and hold that thermal energy like a battery. This

allows the grid to level off during those high peak hours, and then you can turn the water heater off, or

you can do other controls with it when the homeowner or other commercial application would otherwise

need that hot water later in the day. So there's a grid resiliency piece, grid reliability piece and the

thermal battery piece.”

Pohl reiterates electrification and decarbonization as the major trends driving the HPWH market.

“These are intended to reduce dependence on fossil fuels by using electricity generated from renewable

energy sources in conjunction with more energy-efficient appliances such as heat pumps,” he says.

“Heat pump technology is based on the principle that it's more cost-efficient to transfer heat from existing

air or water than it is to create it from scratch using a fuel source. That trend of electrification and

decarbonization is really what much of this revolves around. Some folks are interested in pursuing that

on their own, but frankly, right now, it's government policy mandates and building code changes that are

really driving most of the demand.”

The Voltex hybrid electric heat pump reduces water heating cost by up to 73% through an innovative design that pulls environmental heat while dehumidifying and cooling the

ambient air at the same time, A. O. Smith notes.

What’s next

Pincott expects to see strong growth in the HPWH category with the way the market is heading.

“As more cities and regions in the United States implement decarbonization regulations, commercial

water heating will move from fossil fuel burning gas to zero-emissions heat pump systems,” she says.

“California regulators (California Public Utilities Commission) have allocated $45 million to incentives for

heat pump water heaters through 2025, in another step on the path toward the state's 2045 carbon

neutrality goal. Heat pump water heaters are pivotal in helping utilities, energy regulators and green

building program audiences achieve decarbonization goals and reduce energy consumption.”

Greene also expects to see more technology adoption, citing the carrot and the stick of government

incentives and regulations.

“Private industry is making commitments to lower carbon emissions, whether that's in response to

government policy mandates or investors,” he notes. “One of the big takeaways, specifically as it relates

to technology, is the need for increased public-private partnerships. Whether that’s with financing,

education, adoption or incentive programs — at the end of the day, the technology has great potential. A

broad set of stakeholders are going to have to work together and find pragmatic approaches as the

market transitions away from traditional water heating equipment in the installed base in the United

States to HPWH, which are still a newer technology that customers, engineers and contractors are still

getting their heads around as well. We’re excited about the opportunities moving forward.”     

Rettig is eager to see what happens in the market over the next few years.

“I’m eager to see the changes on the engineering and design side,” he says. “For years, we’ve heard

from those guys about how they need smaller gas appliances, smaller footprints because they don’t

have room in the mechanical rooms. With all this new technology, everybody’s heat pumps are just

bigger. That’s kind of the nature of the beast. It’s almost like now, we’re going backward and saying,

‘Hey, you need more mechanical room space for storage,’ or ‘You need more mechanical room space for

the heat pump.’ I’m just eager to see how that changes their design and the layout of the buildings.”

Pohl believes the sky is the limit for these products.

“As many manufacturers continue to expand their heat pump product offerings and integrate more

advanced connectivity and IoT solutions into those products, business owners and facility managers are

going to have more options to save money while benefiting the environment,” he says. “With the

government policy mandates — federal, state and local regulations for that matter, especially coming out

of California and New York — we're going to see more and more interest and more and more adoption

of heat pumps. And that trajectory is only going to increase over time as we move forward.”

 

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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It’s time to make IAQ and
improved ventilation a top
priority in schools

Schools must upgrade antiquated systems to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

By Steve Gitkin

archideaphoto/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Though the COVID-19 pandemic is far from over, most of our nearly 100,000 public schools across the

country have opened full-time again to ensure a sense of normalcy for both children and their parents.

Along with this, however, have come growing concerns about how variants of the virus will impact both

the health and education of our future generations — and they’re not unfounded. The American

Academy of Pediatrics recently reported that 20% of all child cases since the beginning of the pandemic

were diagnosed in the first few weeks of the back-to-school season.

While there isn’t one magical solution, many school districts are continuing to implement various mask

and social distancing requirements as well as vigorous cleaning protocols. Of course, over the past

several months, we’ve come to realize that intensive cleaning and disinfectant procedures —now often

dubbed “hygiene theater”— are not the most adept at mitigating transmission of the virus. As the CDC

has determined, the COVID-19 virus is most transmissible via air droplets. And, unfortunately, a great deal

of our country’s public school buildings are more than 50 years old, with aging HVAC systems and

suboptimal ventilation. It’s a perfect storm that will cause the risk of transmitting the virus to persist long

after desks and door handles are cleaned.

 

A recent Johns Hopkins study found that making improvements to ventilation, such as upgrading existing systems with ultraviolet germicidal irradiation technology within

schools is one of the best measures school administrators and building managers can take to safeguard the health of children and teachers.

 

If that wasn’t enough, amidst the COVID-19 focus, another often-overlooked health risk may be lurking:

While schools were closed last year, water in the buildings’ pipes became stagnant, giving way to a

build-up of bacteria in and on those pipes. From there, it could spread through the pipes into drinking

water or even into the air via microorganisms that live on the pipes. Masks and vaccines will

unfortunately not have an effect here.

It’s apparent, then, that one of the most efficient and effective ways to keep students and teachers safe is

by improving ventilation and enhancing indoor air quality (IAQ).

miodrag ignjatovic/E+ via Getty Images.

A recent Johns Hopkins study found that making improvements to ventilation within schools is one of the

best measures school administrators and building managers can take to safeguard the health of children

and teachers. In fact, while the CDC recommends a layered approach to combatting the pandemic, the

Johns Hopkins study found that improving ventilation was actually more cost-effective than deep

cleaning procedures and should be made a top priority. School administrators can do this by either

installing HEPA filters in classrooms and public spaces or by upgrading existing systems with ultraviolet

germicidal irradiation technology, which uses UVC energy to decontaminate surfaces within HVAC

systems.

What’s more promising is that school districts can use flexible funds they’ve received through the

American Rescue Plan, and they have until 2023 to use the funds to make these improvements.

Upgraded ventilation in schools will not only help prevent transmission of the COVID-19 virus but other

viruses that are known to spread easily amongst school-aged children, which will, in turn, result in fewer

absences and a more conducive learning environment.  

By looking beyond deep cleaning procedures and making critical improvements to existing ventilation

systems, schools districts can enhance IAQ for both students and teachers within schools and help

protect our nation’s children and their education for years to come.  

 

Steve Gitkin, is vice president at Steril-Aire.
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PME quick hitter:
Commercial/industrial valve trends

Quality control, product simplicity, reliability
and digitization among key points of

emphasis heading into 2022.

By Mike Miazga

PKM1/E+ via Getty Images.

PM Engineer did a quick spot check with a few valve manufacturers to get their take on the

commercial/industrial landscape heading into the new year and beyond.

In terms of trends, Rick Wentzell, marketing division executive at Bonomi North America, says designers,

engineers and industrial end-users are now looking to ensure the valves they order are chemically

correct.

“Specifically, and due to the vast amounts of imported valves currently entering the United States, many

valves, especially the corrosion-resistant type like the stainless steels, the brasses and bronzes — users

of these products now want verification or proof of the elements used in the valve manufacturing

process.

“In the last 30 years or so, a handful of Far East manufacturers of corrosion-resistant valves, to reduce

costs, have chosen to alter the chemical elements in their process to cast valves, thus submitting inferior-

quality products for water or chemical applications, resulting in some valve failures.”

Wentzell notes to avoid sub-standard valves, engineers and end-users have instituted the use of quality

assurance certificates of the metals used in the valve construction, which comes in the form of mill test

reports (MTRs), to verify the metals comply with international standards such as ASME or ASTM.

“The industry trend in both the commercial and industrial market segments requesting transparency of

valves is much stronger today than in the last five years or so and growing,” he notes.

Luke Paulo, manager, product portfolio development at Viega, says end-users are looking for simplicity,

reliability and speed.

“The prior trend for larger-diameter valves, regardless of joining method, was to use a butterfly, gate or

globe valve with the majority being butterfly,” he explains. “As larger-diameter ball valves become more

common, integrators switched to that style for its reliability and simplicity of operation and installation.”

In terms of trends, Bonomi’s Wentzell says designers, engineers and industrial end users are now looking to

ensure the valves they order are chemically correct. “The industry trend in both the commercial and industrial

market segments requesting transparency of valves is much stronger today than in the last five years or so and

growing,” he notes. Photo courtesy of Bonomi North America.

Paulo adds depending on the valve type and pattern, companion flanges might be required, which he

notes, drives up cost and/or complexity.

“Valve seats and stops in the flow path can degrade depending on the media in the piping system,” he

says. “With their simplicity and reliability, ball valves have filled a void in the market for larger-format

valves. The design allows for minimal seat and stop exposure to the media, reduces turbulence and

pressure drop, etc. The construction and materials needed for a ball valve drive up cost, but the

elimination of flanges, the improved reliability and speed of installation offset those costs. The cost might

not be justified in all cases, but for most installations, a better design and improved reliability will

outweigh a lower cost option.”

Outlook for 2022 and beyond

Viega’s Paulo says as the valve market evolves and the demand for ball valves and other types of valves

grows, innovation will be key in providing customer solutions.

“Control compatibility, multiple configurations and patterns, and quality material selection will drive

usage,” he says. “As buildings become more efficient, right sizing and flow control innovation will be in

higher demand. New valve materials and application approvals will be needed to various liquid and gas-

type applications.”

Paulo predicts the industry will see trends for material quality in regard to continuously circulating

systems of all types, water quality and management applications, as well as continued development in

special materials for handling installation-specific media.

Paulo lists seawater or corrosive material as an example.

“These valve constructions will need to withstand harsh conditions and maintain reliability while still

providing speed and simplicity,” he explains. “The industrial market, for example, has high demand for

reliability and durability. Consider isolation of sulfuric acid line by valve lockout for routine maintenance

of connected equipment — the valve must hold — no exceptions. The opportunity to provide a fast,

quality solution with robust reliability is key to success.”

Paulo notes as building construction becomes more digitized, he is seeing a trend toward more digital

valve options.

“Actuation that can be tied to the building management system is a growing market, as well as smart

control options in general,” he says. “Another trend is the emergence of press options for valves. While

these have been available for many valve types in copper systems, steel and stainless steel press valves

are emerging.”

Paulo notes as building construction becomes more digitized, he is seeing a trend toward more digital valve options. “Actuation that can be tied to the building management

system is a growing market, as well as smart control options in general,” he says. Photo courtesy of Viega.

Bonomi’s Wentzell points out the valve industry does not change much in a single year or even in a few

years. However, Wentzell says changes that are constantly evolving are the remotely controlled valves,

and proportional control of fluids.

“Remotely controlled valves have been growing fast for the last 20 years or so,” he says. “Simply, it costs

money to have a person or persons overseeing a pipeline process manually, so a highly computerized

separated control room with fewer people is now the norm for in-plant and OEM use.”

Wentzell notes the old on-and-off valves of yesterday “are quickly being replaced by positioning models

in conjunction with sophisticated sizing software to facilitate any pipeline process to manufacture a

product(s),” he says. “The theory is that a single valve with the right add-on high-performance signal-

oriented accessories will streamline any process and thus take the place of multiple valves in the system.

These high-tech accessories to the valves are growing every year for new applications, and, of course, in

sophistication as well.”

In terms of a commercial-based outlook for 2022, Tom LaGuardia, vice president of sales and marketing

at Milwaukee Valve, provides this insight.

“Looking in 2022, commercial construction is forecasted to be up slightly, but recovery in the office

buildings, recreation, dormitories will be slow as developers look to the future use of these types of

buildings,” LaGuardia told the American Supply Association’s ASA Review publication for its state of the

PVF industry supply chain story in its Q4 2021 issue. “Healthcare should remain strong along with data

centers and any infrastructure work on the books by and for the government.”

Mike Miazga, is vice president of sales and membership at the American Supply Association (ASA), and the former editorial director of

BNP Media's Plumbing Group.
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Successful

renovation aids

Thermo Fisher

Scienti�c in COVID-

19 response

Facility expansion completed in record time.

By Kurt Gobreski

BlackJack3D/E+ via Getty Images.

In the midst of the coronavirus pandemic, Thermo Fisher Scientific, a biotechnology company, needed to

scale up its operations to match the rapidly increasing demand for its products, specifically those used

for COVID-19 sample collection and transportation. Vital to the company’s success would be the

renovation of one of its existing facilities to add much-needed handling and processing capacity.

Expanding its facility in Lenexa, Kansas, would make an additional 120,000 square feet available to

produce viral transport media (VTM), allowing the company to scale up production from 50,000 VTM

tubes per week to more than 8 million. VTM tubes protect the integrity of COVID-19 and flu samples and

help prevent contamination or false negatives.

More than 300 new full-time jobs would be created, and the site would continue to be used for collection

and sampling productions for the flu and other viruses post-pandemic.

 

In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, Thermo Fisher Scientific, a biotechnology company, needed to scale up its operations to match the rapidly increasing demand for its

products, specifically those used for COVID-19 sample collection and transportation. All photos courtesy of Victaulic.

“This project itself is an incredible opportunity to respond to what really is a need for all of society,” says

Bret Johnson, Thermo Fisher’s vice president of global operations for specialty diagnostics. “When we

looked at this project, we said this is incredibly difficult to do with a near-impossible timeline, but it’s

really in the face of these impossible odds that, together, we choose the opportunity to do what is right.”

While a project of this size would normally take over a year to complete, Thermo Fisher needed the

renovation completed in just eight weeks. With an increasing need for COVID-19 resources and a tight

turnaround, construction began without hesitation.   

 

Recognizing the tall task of the project at hand, Rand Construction called on Victaulic, a global manufacturer of mechanical pipe joining systems, to streamline the chilled and

hot water piping installation.

Controlling building temperatures was mission critical

Handling certain medical grade materials, supplies and testing samples requires reliable temperature

control, making the operational performance of the building’s new chilled and hot water systems mission

critical.

Thermo Fisher looked to InSite Group, a Kansas City-based consulting engineering design services

group, to deliver the building’s infrastructure build out in just five weeks, a project that would normally

take six months. Rand Construction, also from Kansas City, was brought on to design, coordinate and

install the heating and cooling systems, among other tasks.

“With the pace of the project in general, there was no time to even design before we hit the site,” says

Chad Young, foreman for Rand Construction. “So we had to design as we went.”

Recognizing the tall task at hand, Rand Construction called on Victaulic, a global manufacturer of

mechanical pipe joining systems, to streamline the chilled and hot water piping installations. After

reviewing the project goals and timeline together, and recognizing the amount of distribution pipe

needed for the install, the teams agreed Victaulic’s solutions were ideally suited for the job.

The 2-inch to 8-inch carbon steel pipe was joined using Victaulic Installation-Ready couplings and fittings, which allowed for a fast and easy installation. Their single-unit

design allows the installers to simply insert the coupling onto the grooved end of the pipe and tighten two bolts using standard hand tools.

A speedy installation

Jobsite health, safety and cleanliness were top priorities for Thermo Fischer and its construction partners,

and these standards barred any welding at the facility. Instead, crews fabricated parts of the piping

system at Rand Construction’s shop and used two Victaulic roll grooving tools to prepare the pipe for

installation.

The 2-inch to 8-inch carbon steel pipe was joined using Victaulic Installation-Ready couplings and

fittings, which allowed for a fast and easy installation. Their single-unit design allows the pipe-installers to

simply insert the coupling onto the grooved end of a pipe and tighten two bolts using standard hand

tools. They then visually verified the joints were installed correctly by ensuring metal-to-metal bolt pad

contact, giving the teams confidence in the system’s durability and longevity.

“To install the grooved pipe, we would rack up four pieces of pipe together, two hot and two cold, and

then quickly put them into the hangers and easily couple them together,” Young explains. “Over a matter

of two days, we hung out a little over 1,000 feet of pipe, safely and quickly.”

After working around the clock for five weeks straight, Rand Construction completed the installation,

including the chilled and hot water systems, and met their extremely tight deadline.

“Victaulic was a great asset to this project because we were able to order exactly what we needed,

clamp [the couplings] on the pipe, and move on,” Young says. “It really aided in our completion of this

project within such a short timeframe.”

 

After working around the clock for five weeks straight, Rand Construction completed the installation, including the chilled and hot water piping systems, and met their

extremely tight deadline.

A win for the world

With Victaulic’s help, Rand Construction successfully installed and tested the chilled and hot water

system in record time, without incident, in the middle of a global pandemic. Their fast and quality work

ensured Thermo Fischer could continue providing their valuable support to the world in its fight against

COVID-19.

Kurt Gobreski, is vice president, product development — building services and infrastructure at Victaulic.
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PRODUCT
FOCUS

CA L E F F I  H Y D R O N IC  S O L UT IO N S  B O O T H :  N 7 9 3 0

A S A H I/A M E R ICA  B O O T H :  N 9 2 2 6 S PA CE PA K B O O T H :  C 1 3 2 0

T H E  W H A L E N  CO  B O O T H :

C 2 9 3 7

Plumbing and HVAC piping system Scale prevention

Water-source heat pump Dirt separator with dual magnets

AHR Expo Preview

U. S .  B O IL E R  CO  B O O T H :  C 1 8 3 0

P B  H E AT /P E E R L E S S  B O IL E R S  B O O T H

C 3 9 2 4

S P IR OT H E R M  B O O T H :  N 9 2 2 0

RAY PA K B O O T H :  C 2 5 1 1

Condensing commercial gas boiler Hydraulic separator

Condensing boiler Condensing boiler

B O N A M I  N O RT H  A M E R ICA  C 6 1 3 1

T R IA N G L E  T UB E  B O O T H :  C 5 3 1 5 A E R CO  B O O T H :  N 9 9 2 6

A P O L LO  VA LV E S  B O O T H :

C 1 5 3 0

Floor-standing condensing boiler Gas condensingi water heater

Stainless steel press �ttings and valves In-line check valve

TO W L E  W H IT N E Y  B O O T H :  C 6 8 0 8

G R UN D F O S  B O O T H  C 2 9 2 8 JO M A R  VA LV E  B O O T H :  C 4 3 4 3

N AV IE N  B O O T H :  C 3 1 4 2

Pressure boosting unit High-performance butterfly valve

Tankless water heater Combination booster pump and

backflow platform
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NEW
PRODUCTS

Light duty installationsPress connect water stops

A R M S T R O N G  F L UID

T E CH N O LO G Y

Heat pump/air handler series

N A P O L E O N

Scale prevention products

N AV IE N

B RA S S CRA F T

Extra-large CR pumpRadiant heating auto-balancing

G R UN D F O SV IE G A
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Below are the premium listings from our B.I.G Book and Rep Locator
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www.plumbingbigbook.com and www.locatearep.com.
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